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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let $3 be a non-trivial finite group occurring as a Galois group over 
the rational field Q. We say that the central simple Q-algebra (L/Q, f) 
is a Scrossed product over Q if L is a Galois extension of Q with 
Gal(L/Q) z 9 and f: 9 x Y + L* is a factor set. There always exist 
infinitely many non-isomorphic Q-crossed products over Q; each, however, 
is isomorphic to M,(d) for some t and some division ring A finite 
dimensional and central over Cl. We call t the matrix size of M,(A). In 
general, for a given 3 as above, there does not exist any %-crossed product 
over Q which is a division ring, i.e., where the matrix size t equals 1. It is 
natural then to ask for the minimum value actually attained by t for a 
given group 9; that is the question studied in this paper. 
It is convenient at this point to introduce some additional terminology 
and notation before discussing our results. We begin by defining precisely, 
in a more general context, the minimum that we wish to compute. 
DEFINITION. Let 9 be a finite group and let K be a field such that 93 
occurs as a Galois group over K. The index of K-admissibility, a,(Y), is the 
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minimum t such that M,(d) is a %-crossed product for some division ring 
A finite dimensional and central over K. If M,(A) z (L/K, f), where 
t = aK(9) and where L is Galois over K with Gal(L/K) zz Y, we say that L 
strongly realizes 9 over K. 
We call a,(9) the index of K-admissibility because of terminology that 
already appears in the literature. In [12] a finite group 9 is defined to be 
K-admissible if there exists a %-crossed product over K which is a division 
ring, i.e., Y is K-admissible if a,(B) = 1. The question of which groups are 
Q-admissible has been studied by several authors. The relevant result for us 
is that if Y is Q-admissible, then every Sylow subgroup of 9 is meta-cyclic 
[ 12, Theorem 4.11. (A group %’ is said to be meta-cyclic if 2 has a 
normal subgroup .Af such that both Jf and Z’/Jf are cyclic.) It is an open 
problem (“the Q-admissibility conjecture”) to show that the converse holds 
as well, This has been verified for all solvable groups having this meta- 
cyclicity property [14, Theorem 1; 3, Theorem 2.31 and for a number of 
low-order non-solvable groups; most groups for which the conjecture is 
known to hold are listed in [3]. There has, however, been some recent 
progress on this problem. During the past year Walter Feit succeeded in 
showing that the alternating group A, is Q-admissible. Although Feit has 
not published his proof, a summary of it will appear with his permission in 
[6]. This leaves A, as the only remaining alternating group with meta- 
cyclic Sylow subgroups for which the conjecture is still open. 
In view of the Q-admissibility conjecture, it is not unreasonable to 
suppose that a&F?) depends on the sizes of the various meta-cyclic 
p-subgroups of Y. We accordingly introduce a measure of the “meta- 
cyclicity” of 9. 
DEFINITION. Let Y be a finite group. For each prime p, let X be a 
maximal meta-cyclic subgroup of a p-Sylow subgroup 9 of $9, where 
maximal means of largest possible order. We denote the order of Y? by 
MC,(Y). We set w(Y)= nP [9 : X], the product being over all p which 
divide the order of Y. 
We note that mc,(%) is independent of the choice of .P and that 2 may 
not be unique; there may be many isomorphism classes of these maximal 
meta-cyclic subgroups which share a common order. We advance: 
Conjecture. Let Y be a finite group which occurs as a Galois group 
over Q. Then aa = w(S). 
Note that this conjecture reduces to the Q-admissibility conjecture if 9 
has meta-cyclic Sylow subgroups. The advantage of our conjecture is that 
it can be tested for any finite group Y, provided Y can be realized as a 
Galois group over Q; we do not have to be concerned with meta-cyclic 
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Sylow subgroups. We show in Section 3 that the conjecture is equivalent to 
the existence of a Galois extension L of Q such that Gal(L/Q) z Y, and 
having the property that, for each prime p dividing 191, there exist two 
primes q such that MC,(~) divides the local degree of q in L. Since any 
meta-cyclic p-group occurs as a Galois groups over Qe4 for infinitely 
many q, the above conjecture is true for groups satisfying a suitable 
“Grunwald-Wang” property, one saying that global Galois extensions with 
group ~9 exist with specified local behavior. It is known that, subject to cer- 
tain restrictions, abelian groups, groups of odd order, and groups having 
a generic Galois extension in the sense of Saltman have this property. This 
raises the question of how one can combine such groups to construct other 
such groups. Since this is a question of independent interest, we discuss it 
in Section 2, showing there that this class of groups is closed with respect 
to forming iterated (regular) wreath products. Thus the results of Section 2 
establish the conjecture for groups obtained as iterated wreath products of 
abelian groups, odd order groups, and groups having a generic Galois 
extension in the sense of Saltman. (We remark that, by [ll], groups 
having a generic Galois extension over K satisfy a generalized 
Grunwald-Wang theorem over K, and that the class of these groups is 
closed under iterated wreath products. The groups we are concerned with 
do not, in general, have generic Galois extensions over Q, so the methods 
of [ 111 do not appear to readily yield our results.) 
Notation. We fix an algebraic closure 0 of Q and view all number fields 
as subfields of 0. Let p be a prime (possibly infinite) of Q. We fix a com- 
pletion, Q,, of Q at p and view Q as a subfield of Q,. We also fix an 
algebraic closure ab, of Q,; all completions of number fields at primes 
extending p will be assumed to be subfields of 0,. Let K= Q(a) and let 
Irr(a, Q) =f(x). Let f(x) = HI=, L.(x) be the factorization of f(x) into 
manic irreducible polynomials in Q,[x]. Then p has r inequivalent exten- 
sions to primes 7c,, . . . . x, of K, where 7ci s induced by the monomorphism 
of K into 0, extending the inclusion maps of Q into Q, and sending CI 
to a root of f;.(x). We will identify primes of number fields with 
monomorphisms into 6, in this way. Under this identification the comple- 
tion, K,,, of K at ki is the closure of ni(K) in 0,. Now suppose that E/F 
is Galois and CJ E Gal(E/F). Let 71 be a prime of F and let iz be an extension 
of n to E. Then I’ denotes the prime of E corresponding to the 
monomorphism of E into 0, given by b -+ it(o(b)). a-‘(Z) is called a 
conjugate of E and also extends 71. The decomposition group of it over K 
is the set of those d E Gal(E/F) such that a’-‘(?) = it. If L z) E 1 F and g is 
an F-automorphism of L, we denote the restriction of o to E by oE. 
Throughout this paper K will be a number field and Y will be a finite 
group. By a K-division ring A we mean a division ring which is finite 
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dimensional over its center K. We denote the class of A in the Brauer 
group, B(K), of K by [A]; the order of [A] in B(K) will be denoted 
exp(A). By [ 10, Theorem 32.191 exp(A) = Jm. We will freely use the 
classification theory of central simple algebras over global fields by means 
of Hasse invariants; we refer the reader to [ 10, Section 321 for the relevant 
theory assumed. We denote the Hasse invariant of [A] at a prime 71 of K 
by inv,[A]. Let inv,[A] =s/mEQP/Z, where (s, m)= 1. Then m will be 
called the local index of A at rc, and it will be denoted by l.i.,[A]. By [lo, 
Theorem 31.41, l.i.,[A] equals the index of the division algebra component 
of A OK K,. By [ 10, Theorem 32.151 an extension L of K splits A if and 
only if l.i.,[A] divides [L, : K,] for all primes n: of K and all extensions y 
of rt to L. If n is a positive integer and p is a prime, we let nP denote the 
p-part of n; n = nP. n’, where (n,, n’) = 1. Finally, we let p(n) denote the 
group of nth roots of unity in 6. 
2. ITERATED WREATH PRODUCTS 
In this section we realize certain iterated wreath products as Galois 
groups over Q by means of fields having prescribed local behavior. We 
begin by recalling the definition of the regular wreath product. 
Let N and 2 be finite groups and let & = @ aeJlY NC, where each No 
is a copy of N. Let .P act on k? by permuting the direct summands in the 
same way that X acts by left multiplication on 2. Let JV 2 2 denote the 
semidirect product, d >a 2, of J%‘ and ~8’ under this action; Jf 2 2 is 
referred to as the (regular) wreath product of Jf and 2. Although much 
of what we shall do in this section holds for wreath products with respect 
to non-regular representations, the arguments become much more technical 
and obscure in those case, so we restrict our discussion to the regular 
wreath product. 
In what follows we will be faced with the following problem. Let K be 
a number field, and let Jf and 2 be finite groups. Assume we are given 
a prime rt of K and a finite Galois extension W, of K, such that 
C!J,, =Gal( WJK,) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Jf \ 2. We view $ as 
being a subgroup of Jf 2 2”. Let A = @ ME H No, where each .& is a copy 
of N. Let V, be the fixed field of ?J* n A. We assume that we can construct 
a Galois extension F of K with Galois group isomorphic to 2 such that 
V/, is the completion of F at some extension il of rr. We wish to construct 
a Galois extension E of F having Galois closure L over K such that 
Gal(L/K) E N 2 X and such that W, is the completion of L at some exten- 
sion of 7~. To achieve this it is not sufficient to specify the behavior of 7? in 
E; it is easy to see that one must also specify the behavior of the various 
conjugates of E in E. Specifying the behavior of the conjugates of ?i in E 
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corresponds to specifying the behavior of it in the various conjugates of E. 
Although this correspondence is well known and easy to prove, it is 
difficult to find it stated explicitly in the literature, so we provide a proof 
for completeness. 
LEMMA 1. Let F be a finite Galois extension of the number field K, let 
E be a finite Galois extension of F, and let L be the Galois closure of E over 
K. Let x be a prime of K and let IS E Gal(L/K). Let il denote some extension 
of II to F and let F, denote the completion of F at it. Let y be some extension 
of a; ’ (fi) to E and let 6 be an extension of 17 to a(E). Then E, = (a(E)),. 
In particular, if a;‘(f) splits completely in E, then it splits completely 
in o(E). 
Proof Let E = F(p) and let g(x) = Irr(/3, F). Since y is an embedding of 
E into 0, extending the embedding given by o-‘(E) on F, it follows that 
r(/?) is a root of o-‘(E)(g(x)) = Z(gO(x)) = %(Irr(a(fl), F)). It follows that 
E, is F,-isomorphic to F,(o(p)) which is, in turn, FX-isomorphic to 
(a(E)), . Since E is Galois over F, E, and (o(E))~ are Galois over F,, so 
E, = (a(E))d. The second assertion of the lemma follows immediately from 
the first. n 
Our next result provides a method for constructing Galois extensions 
which have Galois groups which are iterated wreath products. Although we 
only treat the regular wreath product case, we note that the proof can 
easily be adapted to handle the case of non-regular wreath products. 
LEMMA 2. Let F be a finite Galois extension of a number field K, let E 
be a finite Galois extension of F, and let L be the Galois closure of E over 
K. Let I? = Gal(F/K) and let .N = Gal(E/F). Assume that for each subgroup 
Y of Jf, Y # N, there is a valuation qy of K splitting completely in F 
having the following property: there is a distinguished extension yy of qy 
to F such that some decomposition group of ys to E is not contained in 
Y and all other extensions of qy to F split completely in E. Then 
Gal( L/K) r JV t X. 
Proof We begin with a brief explanation of the idea of the proof. We 
arbitrarily choose some lifting J? of JP to Gal(L/K); 2 need not be a sub- 
group of Gal(L/K). Let E = F(a). We set E, = F(Z(a)) for d E 9 and let 8, 
be the field generated over F by the various ?(a) for z # CJ. The existence of 
the various distinguished primes yY is used at this point to show that 
E, n 8, = F for all u E ~8’; this shows that Gal(L/F) is isomorphic to the 
direct product of 1x1 copies of Jlr. We conclude by showing how to 
modify our original lifting of & to obtain a complement %? for Gal(L/F) 
which is a subgroup of Gal(L/F), and which acts by permuting the factors 
of Gal(L/F) via the regular representation. 
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For each c E 2 choose a 3 E Gal(L/K) such that 5 restricted to F equals 
a; for ~7 = 1, the identity automorphism, we choose d to be the identity 
automorphism of Gal(L/K). Since L is the Galois closure of E over K, L 
is generated over F by {0(cc)l0~ Gal(L/K)}. Let 8 E Gal(L/K) and let 
Q.=~E#. Then 6-‘81.~Gal(E/F), so 5-%(a) is a root /3 of the manic 
irreducible polynomial, Irr(a, F), that a satisfies in F[x]. But E/F is Galois, 
so /I E E = F(a). Since d(F) = F, f3(cc) =a(/?) E F(d(a)). Thus L is generated 
over F by {d(a)laEH}. 
Let E, = F(d(a)) for c E X0. For each c E X let 8, be the field generated 
over F by the various f(a) for z # 0. If cr = 1, E, = E, and we denote E, by 
E. We show next that Eon.!?‘,= F for all a~%. Suppose E,nl?,#F 
for some 0 E 2. Applying 6- ‘, we may assume that En E # F. Let 
Y = Gal(E/E n E), so Y # N. Our assumptions imply that some decom- 
position group of y-9 to E is not contained in 9, so yY does not split 
completely in En E. In particular, yy does not split completely in E. 
Since qy splits completely in F, Gal(F/K) acts faithfully and transitively on 
the primes of F extending q9. Let GE%, o#l. Then a-‘(y,)#~~, so 
a-‘(y,) splits completely in E. By Lemma 1, y9 splits completely in E,. It 
follows that yY splits completely in E’, a contradiction. It follows that 
E,nE’,=Ffor all KEY?. 
It is convenient at this point to switch notation and let Z = (cl, . . . . 6,). 
We also set ai equal to tYi(a) and Ei equal to F(di(a)). Since E, is Galois 
over F with Gal(E;/F) z N and Ei n l?i = F for i = 1, . . . . r, we have 
Gal(L/F) g & Gal(L/Ei) g & 4, 
i=l i=l 
where &= Gal(L/Ei) z .N. It remains to show that Gal(L/K) contains a 
subgroup 2 isomorphic to 2 with 9 n Gal( L/F) = { 1 } such that $’ acts 
on @ ;= 1 fi by permuting the factors via the regular representation. We 
begin by constructing the elements of 2’. 
Fix p E 2 and let 1 d i < r. Suppose pai = aj. Then 3,: ’ j%, is the identity 
on F, so fi(ai) is a root of Cj(Irr(a, F)). Thus there exists a T~EG~~(E~/F) 
such that ti(ji(ai)) = aj. Since Gal(L/F) z @ := 1 Gal(L/E,), there is an 
extension fi of zi to Gal(L/F) such that fi is the identity on E,. Let 
ji’ = Q, ?, . ..?.fi. Since each ii is the identity on F, ji’ extends p. We also note 
that for each 1 d i< r, if pai= aj then B’(ai) = a,. This follows because 
fi(a,) E Ej and tk is the identity on E, unless k = i. But fi(ji(ai)) = aj E Ej, so 
jl’(ai) = aj. We define 3 to be {h’l p E X}. 
We show next that 2 is a subgroup of Gal(L/K) isomorphic to 2”. Let 
p, 0E 2’. Let 1 < i< r and suppose @ai= aj. Then both p’ig’ and (3)’ 
send ai to aj, so ii’?? and (2)’ agree on each ai. Since these elements also 
agree on F, they agree on F(a,, . . . . a,) = L. It follows that p’8’ = (s)‘, so 2 
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is a subgroup of Gal(L/K). The map X: -+ %? given by p H fi’ is clearly 
an isomorphism. 
Finally, if ,Z E Gal(L/F), then fi’ is the identity on F, so ,D is the identity 
of 2. Since we have chosen the identity of Gal(L/K) to extend the identity 
of 2, it follows that 2 is a complement for Gal(L/F). It is clear by our 
construction that 2 acts on @I=, & by permuting the factors via the 
regular representation, 1 
Remark 1. The referee has observed that the existence of a complement 
2 for Gal(L/F) in Gal(L/K) can also be proved by a purely group- 
theoretic argument. Let C be the center of Gal(L/F). By Shapiro’s lemma, 
H’(%, C) is trivial and so [2, Theorem 6.6, p, 1051 implies that the 
extension of Gal(F/K) by Gal(L/F) is split. 
Remark 2. In [7, Theorem l] it is shown that if 9 is a group which 
can be realized as a Galois group over Q by a polynomial whose roots are 
all real, then Z, \ Y can also be realized as a Galois group over Q. It 
should be noted that the proof in [7] is quite similar in spirit to our proof 
of Lemma 2. Indeed, assuming the context of [7], the proof given there, 
although not stated in terms of primes splitting completely, can be viewed 
as proceeding as follows: starting from a Galois extension F of Q with 
group 3 in which the infinite prime of Q splits completely, one then finds 
a quadratic extension E of F such that one of these infinite primes remains 
prime in E while the other infinite primes of F split completely in E. The 
desired Galois extension of Q is L, the Galois closure of E over Q. 
In order to verify our conjecture about the index of Q-admissibility for 
iterated wreath products where the factors are either abelian, of odd order, 
or possess a generic Galois extension over Q, we need to discuss embed- 
ding problems with prescribed local data. Suppose K is a number field, Y 
is a finite group, and f is a finite set of primes of K. Suppose for each x E r 
we are given a subgroup %“, of 9 and a Galois extension L, of K, with 
Gal(L,/K,)g Zz. We refer to such information as the data for a 
local-global problem for g over K. A Galois extension L of K with 
Gal(L/K) g Y is a solution to this local-global problem if each rc E r has an 
extension if to L such that L, is the completion of L at E and 3x is the 
decomposition group of E over K. 
There are three classes of groups for which local-global problems as 
described above are known to have solutions under suitable hypotheses: 
abelian groups [ 1, Chap. 5, Theorem 31, odd order groups [9, Main 
Theorem, p. 1481, and groups possessing a generic Galois extension over K 
[ll, Theorem 5.93. The results for odd order groups require that K be 
deficient in odd order roots of unity, while the classic Grunwald-Wang 
theorem for abelian groups requires that one avoid a certain “special case.” 
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This “special case” can be avoided by requiring, for example, that local 
data is not specified for primes of K extending the rational prime 2. Since 
we wish to treat extension problems where the factors can be built up from 
any of these three classes, we will define a group to be of Grunwald-Wang 
type so as to avoid the appropriate roots of unity and the “special case.” 
More general results can be obtained with weaker hypotheses, but they are 
not necessary for the intended application to the index of Q-admissibility. 
DEFINITION. We say that a local-global problem for a finite group Y 
over K with prescribed data at a finite set of primes F of K is admissible 
if K contains no non-trivial odd order roots of unity of order dividing 191 
and f contains no primes of K extending the rational prime 2. 9 is said to 
be of Grunwald-Wang type if, for every number field K, every admissible 
local-global problem for 9 over K has a solution. 
THEOREM 3. Let Jf, 2 be finite groups of Grunwald- Wang type and let 
$9 = N { I?. Then 29 is of Grunwald- Wang type. Moreover, if K is a number 
field and n is a preassigned odd integer such that K has no non-trivial odd 
order roots of unity of order dividing n. 191, then every admissible 
local-global problem for 9 over K has a solution L such that L contains no 
non-trivial odd order roots of unity of order dividing n . 191. 
Proof: Let K be a number field and let n be a preassigned odd integer. 
Assume that K has no non-trivial odd order roots of unity of order 
dividing n. 191. Let I- be a finite set of primes of K with no prime of r 
extending the rational prime 2. We assume that for each rt E r we are 
given a subgroup ZZn of 9 and a Galois extension L, of K, with 
Gal( L,/K,) 1 Z&. This data specifies an admissible local-global problem 
for 99 over Q. We must show that this local-global problem has a solution 
L such that L contains no non-trivial odd order roots of unity of order 
dividing n . JBI. We will construct L in two steps. We begin by first con- 
structing a Galois extension F of K with group X and then constructing 
a Galois extension E of F with group JV; L will be obtained as the Galois 
closure of E over K. We will determine F as a solution to a local-global 
problem with prescribed data at two disjoint sets of primes f and r,. The 
data at r, will be chosen so that F is forced not to contain any non-trivial 
odd order roots of unity of order dividing n. 191; the local data at I- is 
forced by the requirements of our original local-global problem. After F has 
been constructed we determine E as a solution to a local-global problem 
defined at three disjoint sets of primes, 7, F2, and F, of F. The data at F.2 
will be chosen so that the hypotheses of Lemma 2 are satisfied; this will 
force Gal(L/K) E JV { 2. The local data at F3 will be chosen to force L not 
to contain any non-trivial odd order roots of unity of order dividing n. 191. 
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Finally, F will be the set of primes of F extending the primes in r; the data 
to be prescribed there is essentially forced on us by our original 
local-global problem. 
We first determine a suitable Galois extension F of K. Let 
&if= O0c.e .A$, where each A$ is a copy of JV. For each 71 E r, let F, 
denote the fixed field of gE n A. Let Xz =$J(F&n A). Then 
Xz g 9zA?/A?, which embeds in 2”. For each rr or we choose a fixed 
embedding of Xz and view X, as a subgroup of &?. The local-global 
problem that we consider in order to determine F has as data at rr E r the 
field F, and the subgroup %n of X. Next, we need to insure that F does 
not contain any non-trivial odd order roots of unity of order dividing 
n . 191. Suppose p is an odd prime dividing n + 1931. By assumption, 
K@(p)) # K, so by the Tchebotarev density theorem [S, Theorem 10.41 
there exist infinitely many primes of K that remain prime in K@(p)). Let 
r, be a set of primes of K in one-to-one correspondence with the set of odd 
primes p dividing n .IYI such that if rc c-f p, then rc remains prime in 
K(p(p)). Since we have infinitely many choices for each 71, we may assume 
that rl is disjoint from r and that no prime in rl extends the rational 
prime 2. Since 2 is of Grunwald-Wang type, there is a solution F to the 
local-global problem for 2 over K with data specified as above for I’, and 
with the requirement hat the primes of rI split completely in F. This last 
condition forces F to be disjoint from K(p(p)) for all odd primes dividing 
n . (91, so F has the properties desired. 
We next obtain a Galois extension E of F with Galois group isomorphic 
to JV as a solution to an admissible local-global problem for JV over F. 
We will prescribe our data at the union of three disjoint sets of primes of 
F, p, &;, and p3. We let p be the set of primes of F extending primes in 
K The primes in rz will contain the distinguished primes necessary to 
apply Lemma 2, while the primes in p3 will be used to ensure that E does 
not contain the relevant odd-order roots of unity. 
Since there exist intintely many primes of K splitting completely in F we 
may choose a set r, of such primes of K indexed by the set of subgroups 
Y of M, Y # M, and with r, disjoint from r and with no prime of r2 
extending the rational prime 2. Let Fz denote the set of extensions of the 
primes in r2 to F. For each subgroup Y of J, Y #JV, choose a fixed 
extension qy E pz of z9 E Tz. For each subgroup Y of JV, 9’ # JV, choose 
a fixed cyclic subgroup q9 of JV with eY C# Y. Let W, be the unramified 
extension of F,, of degree /%Y1. The data we use to determine E specifies 
that for each subgroup Y of A’” with Y # JV, qy has an extension to E 
with completion W, and with decomposition group aY, but that every 
conjugate 6 of qy, 6 #q 9, splits completely in E. 
We next specify data to ensure that L, which we will define to be the 
Galois closure of E over K, contains no non-trivial odd order roots of unity 
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of order dividing n . 1’31, For each odd prime p dividing n . 191, choose a 
prime rr of F that remains prime in F@(p)). Since there are infinitely many 
such primes [S, Theorem 10.43, we may choose a set r; of primes of F in 
one-to-one correspondence with the set of odd primes p divinding n. 191 
such that if rr ++ p, then n remains prime in F(p(p)). We let r3 be the set 
of all conjugates of the primes of r;. We may assume that Ts is disjoint 
from ru r.2 and contains no primes lying over the rational prime 2. The 
data we use to determine E specifies that each rc E r3 splits completely in E. 
Finally, we specify data at the set of primes, p, of F extending the primes 
in ZY For each n: E r we fix an extension it of rr to F. Let r~;‘, . . . . a, ’ be 
a complete set of left coset representatives of XX in 2. Then the complete 
set of inequivalent conjugates of E is {o;‘(E)l i= 1, . . . . r}. Let A’ be the 
subgroup of A? consisting of those elements of A’ having the identity of N 
in the tth coordinate, and set A@) = A?‘~‘. Let EC’) denote the subfield of 
L, fixed by 9.n A’; we let E (i) denote the fixed field of 9x n &k’(j). Let 
7~ Er and let 1 < i d r. Then 3x n A’ (I) 4 CC& n A? and ($ n A’)/(Fiz n A (i)) 
embeds naturally into .Af. We choose a fixed such embedding for each rc E r 
and 1 < i 6 r. The data we use to determine E specifies that for each rc E r 
and each 1 6 i < r, o; ’ (E) has an extension to E whose completion is EC’) 
and whose decomposition group (relative to our chosen embedding) is 
(2Tn n A!)/(%~ n JP). 
Since 2 is of Grunwald-Wang type, there is a solution E to the 
local-global problem for .A’” over F with data prescribed at at the union of 
?; rz, and F3 as above. We let L be the Galois closure of E over K; we 
claim that L is a solution to our original local-global problem, and that 
L contains no non-trivial odd order roots of unity of order dividing 
n . lgl. By Lemma 2 (using the data specified at the primes in rz) 
Gal(L/K) E JV \ 2. By Lemma 1 each prime rc E r; splits completely in L. 
It follows from our choice of r; that L contains no non-trivial odd-order 
roots of unity of order dividing n . 131. It only remains to show that L is 
a solution to our original local-global problem. 
Fix n E r and let 52 be an extension of it to L. We must show that L, is 
the closure of f?(L) and that 7i has Zz (up to conjugacy) as decomposition 
group. Let U denote the closure in ae, of e(L). In order to simplify nota- 
tion we will identify L with its image in U under fi. Let E = F(P). Then L 
is generated over F by {o(p) 1 0~s). Since {o;‘ll<i<r} is acomplete 
set of left coset representatives of XX in H, { ci 11 < i < r } is a complete set 
of right coset representatives of .& in X”. Let c E 2 and let c = 5ci, where 
t E XX and 1 d i < r. In view of Lemma 1 and the conditions determining E, 
it is clear that the restriction of 5 to a,(E) embeds o,(E) in a dense subset 
of EC’). In particular, EC’) = F,(oi(fl)). Let ? be any extension of T to L,, so 
i~Gf&. Since ?(~*nn(‘))~~‘=~~nn(“), f(E”‘)=E’“‘. Since SE$,, it 
follows that EC”)= F,(Q)). In particular, am L, for all CJE H, so 
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UC L,. Since L is generated over F by {a(B) 1 fl E &‘}, we also have 
UIE’“‘for all a~&‘. But noeJy. A”“’ = 1, so the composite of the various 
E” equals L,. It follows that U= L,. Finally, it is clear that It has z$!‘~ (up 
to conjugacy) as decomposition group. 1 
COROLLARY 4. Let 9 = 9, < . . . 2 CC&, be an iterated wreath product where 
each gi is either abelian or of odd order or possesses a generic Galois 
extension over Q. Then 9 is of Grunwald- Wang type. 
Proof: Let (YI = 2% where n is odd. We proceed by induction on m and 
set .Af= $ t ... 1 gm-r and X=9,,,. Let K be a number field not con- 
taining any non-trivial nth roots of unity. By [ 1, Chap. 5, Theorem 3; 9, 
Main Theorem, p. 148; 11, Theorem 5.91, each s is of Grunwald-Wang 
type, so it follows easily from Theorem 3 and our inductive hypothesis that 
any admissible local-global problem for ,V ) Z over K has a solution as 
desired. 1 
3. THE INDEX OF Q-ADMISSIBILITY 
In this section we shall use the results of Section 2 to prove that 
a*(9) = w(g) if 9 is an iterated wreath product 9, t . . 2 $,, where each 
3. is abelian or of odd order or possesses a generic Galois extension over 
Q. We shall also show that w(g) divides aa( and a,(%) is a proper 
divisor of 1Yl. We begin with two preliminary results valid for arbitrary 
number fields K. 
LEMMA 5. Let Y be a finite group and r a positive integer. Assume that 
there exists a finite Galois extension L of the number field K with 
Gal(L/K) 2 Y such that for each prime p dividing 1991 there exist two primes 
al,p and @2,p of K having the property that rp divides [L, p : K,,,p] for 
i= 1,2. Then a,(%)< /%1/r. Moreover, if r= [9//a,(Y), then L strongly 
realizes 9 over K. 
Proof By [lo, (32.13)] for each prime p dividing 191, there exists a 
K-division ring A, such that inv,, ,[A,] = l/r,, inv., ,[A,] = - l/r,, and 
inv,[ Ap] = 0 for all other primes rc’ of K. Let A = 0, b,, where the tensor 
products are taken over K and over all primes p dividing I??[. Let n = [%1/r. 
By [lo, (32.17)] A has index r so [M,(A) :.K[ = (412. Our hypotheses and 
[lo, (32.15)] also imply that L splits A so by [4, Corollary 3, p. 651 L is 
a maximal subfield of M,(A). Thus M,(A) is a $5crossed product, so 
a,(Y)< IS//r. Finally, suppose r = j31/aK(B). Then n=a,(g), so L 
strongly realizes 9 over K. 1 
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COROLLARY 6. Let L/K be Galois with Gal(L/K) z 9. Then L strongly 
realizes 3 over K if and only tffor each prime p dividing 191 there exist two 
primes LX,,~ and clz.p of K having the property that (\YllaK(9)),, divides 
CL,. p : K,,,J for i= 1, 2. 
Proof: Let t = UK(g). Suppose first that L strongly realizes 99. By 
assumption there exists a K-division ring d such that L is a maximal 
subfield of M,(d). By [4, Theorem 3, p. 45; Centralizer Theorem, p. 421 
exp(d)= 191/aK(Y). Let p be a prime dividing 191. Then exp(d,)= 
(IWaAW),, so the desired primes exist by [ 12, Proposition 2.51. The 
converse is immediate from Lemma 5. 1 
We can now prove our first main result on the index of Q-admissibility. 
THEOREM 7. Let 9 be a finite group which occurs as a Galois group over 
Q. Then w(9) divides ao(9) and ao(3) is a proper divisor of I%/. 
Proof Let t = a&3). We note first that t < 191. For let F be a Galois 
extension of Q with Galois group isomorphic to 9. By [S, Corollary 43 
B(L/Q) is infinite so there is a non-trivial Q-division ring r split by F. If 
r = exp( r), then M,(T) is a g-crossed product, where rm = 191. Since r > 1, 
t d m < 191. Now suppose B = M,(d) is a %-crossed product for some 
Q-division ring d. Then t .Jm= 191 so a,(9) divides 191. Let L be 
a maximal subfield of B which is Galois over Q with Gal(L/Q) z 9. Let p 
be a prime dividing 191. By Lemma 5 there are at least two primes q such 
that (I~~/a,(~)), divides [L, : Q,]. Suppose q is such a prime, q # p. Since 
q # p, a Sylow p-subgroup of Gal(L,/Q,) is isomorphic to a meta-cyclic 
p-subgroup of 9 [ 15, 3-5-3, 3-6-41. It follows that ( 191/aa(9’)), d mc,(9). 
Thus aQ(9))p 3 IC!l,/mc,(Y). Since this holds for every prime p dividing 
191 and since w(g) = n,, IC!T\,/mc,(~), we can conclude that w(9) divides 
ad% I 
An important consequence of Theorem 7 is that our conjecture about the 
index of Q-admissibility is equivalent to the solvability of an appropriate 
local-global problem for Y over Q in which the specified decomposition 
groups must contain maximal meta-cyclic p-subgroups of 9. More 
precisely, we have 
COROLLARY 8. Let 3 be a finite group which occurs as a Galois group 
over Q. Then a,(%) = w(9) if and only tf there exists a Galois extension L 
of CD with Gal(L/Q) z 3 such that for each prime p dividing IYI there exist 
two primes CX,,~ and c(~,~ of Q having the property that mc,(9) divides 
CL,,, p : Q.,, ,] for i = 1, 2. If such an L exists, then L strongly realizes 3 
over Q. 
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Proof Suppose first that a,($) = w(9)). Let L strongly realize 99 over 
Q. Then L has the desired properties by Corollary 6. Conversely, suppose 
an L as above exists. By Lemma 5, a,(9) 6 w(9). By Theorem 7, 
so(Y) = w(9). Finally, Lemma 5 implies that L strongly realizes 9 
over Q. l 
Our final result verifies our conjecture for groups obtained as iterated 
wreath products where each factor is either abelian or of odd order or 
possesses a generic Galois extension over Q. 
THEOREM 9. Let 23 = %I t . . . 2 $,, be an iterated wreath product where 
each gi is abelian or of odd order or possesses a generic Galois extension over 
Q. Then a,(Y) = w(3)). 
ProoJ: For each prime p dividing 19( let SP be a maximal (with respect 
to order) meta-cyclic p-subgroup of Q. By [ 13, Theorem I] there exist 
infinitely many rational primes q with the property that Q, has a Galois 
extension L, with Gal(L,/Q,) s XP. For each prime p dividing 191 choose 
two such primes q; we choose different q’s for different p’s. By Corollary 4, 
there is a solution L to the admissible local-global problem for 9 over Q 
with data prescribed by the set of L, for the q chosen above. It follows 
from Corollary 8 that a,(%) = w(9)). 1 
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